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UF IT Wiki Open for Business

Academic Technology is hosting the UF IT Wiki at http://wiki.it.ufl.edu/wiki/Main_Page. The UFIT Wiki Committee hopes this site will grow into a repository for all manner of cross-UF documentation and wisdom. All UF IT professionals are invited to participate: read what is already there, correct inaccuracies, and add new topics.

The term "wiki" refers to collaborative websites, designed to simplify the creation and modification of interrelated web pages. They excel as workspaces for aggregating facts from large populations of experts and editors. For more information on wikis in general, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiki.

Information about UF's IT operations is maintained in a wide variety of places, and it can be difficult to find the correct source for a particular fact or procedure. The committee hopes that many of these hard-researched facts and authorities will be added to this central space, and thus be readily available to the next searcher.

The Wiki is viewable and editable by any UF employee, so it's not an appropriate place for any fact you consider secret. Any documents or facts which you feel might be interesting or valuable to another UF techie are welcome.

If you have any questions about the Wiki, contact the UFID Wiki Committee at ufit-wiki-l@lists.ufl.edu [mailto:ufit-wiki-l@lists.ufl.edu].

Your Comments are Welcome

We welcome your comments and suggestions on this and all CNS documentation. Please send your comments to:
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